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COURSE DESCRIPTION

University: Comenius University in Bratislava

Faculty: Faculty of Management

Course ID:
FM.KIS/030AM/16

Course title:
Management Information Systems

Educational activities:
Type of activities: lecture / seminar
Number of hours:
  per week: 2 / 2  per level/semester: 28 / 28
Form of the course: on-site learning

Number of credits: 6

Recommended semester:

Educational level: I., II.

Prerequisites: FM.KIS/003AB/16 - Databases

Recommended prerequisites:
EXPECTED KNOWLEDGE THE STUDENT IS REQUIRED TO HAVE
Familiarity with the basic hardware and software components of a computer and an ability to use
the computer for word processing and e-mail are required.
VISUAL AIDS
Students should use PowerPoint presentations tools. For the project data flow diagrams they
should use Visio and also if they wish MindManager software.

Course requirements:
COURSE REQUIREMENTS
Students are required to prepare for each class by:
• reading the recommended literature;
• verifying their understanding by doing the multiple choice tests available for the recommended
literature;
• preparing themselves for group and class discussion of the case problems assigned and about their
project work;
MISSED CLASSES, PARTICIPATION AND THEIR EFFECTS ON YOUR GRADE
I know that absences are sometimes unavoidable due to sickness, business travel etc. However, we
have only a few hours of class time, so my policy dictates that each class-hour missed without pre-
arrangement make-up work will cost you percent, i.e. you will lose 1 point of your grade for each
class-hour missed unless you arrange make-up work with me beforehand. Furthermore, my policy
on attendance stipulates that any student missing more hours of classes will not be able to make the
grade in the given semester. Although you will not be able to make up completely for any absence,
since you will have missed all discussion and interaction in the class itself, you can nevertheless
make up for some of the loss by completing various assignments. I therefore urge you to contact
me in advance if you are forced to miss a class and arrange how you can make up for the absence.
Failure to do so will result in an unexcused absence. Normally the make-up assignment will involve
submitting by e-mail, not later than 2 weeks after the absence, written answers to:
• a list of questions related to missed lectures
• Case Problems assigned for the missed class and any other assignments for that class
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Your grade for Participation will be based on how well you involve and express yourself in the
class. Your grade for Case Problems will be based on how well you involve and express yourself
in the class and group discussion of these case studies.
FINAL GRADES
Midterm exam papers will be given at the second half of the semester. Semester projects can be
presented not later than end of examination period of the semester.
COURSE FORMAT
The general format of each class will be:
� review of assigned reading and discussion
� lectures interspersed with group and class discussion of relevant case studies
� class review of term projects
CASE STUDIES
Case Studies, labelled Case Problems, are described at the end of each chapter of the text. Students
should analyze those listed in the schedule and be prepared to discuss them. Students may be asked
to present the results of their analysis.
TERM PROJECT
1 Each student is required, as a member of a team of not more than four or five, to identify and
then analyze a non-trivial, unresolved problem or opportunity which has the potential to be solved
or improved by a computerized information system.
2 The problem/opportunity may exist in a business with which the students are familiar, or in Society
at large. An example in these days of electronic commerce could be the design of a web site. Another
might be a sales reporting system for the local grocer. Of course, the most important example is
the development of information system
3 The team should prepare a term paper in the form of a consulting report to top management
recommending how to solve the problem or take advantage of the opportunity. Apart from an
analysis of the problem/opportunity, the report should include an outline design of the proposed
solution, illustrating necessary hardware and software components, as well as a proposal on how
the system is to be developed.
4 The report should be not less than 7 pages typed single spaced per person in the team and should
be handed in by the_last_Class (the end of the semester). Late submissions will be penalized.
5 You are also required to summarize your results in a twenty minute group presentation. You will
earn extra marks for doing an executive summary of not more than one page and providing copies
of it to your fellow students at the time of your class presentation.
6 As this course is about information systems in a business orientation, you should put emphasis
on managerial and business issues rather than technical aspects; although systems and data analysis
should be carried out using the modelling tools you will learn during the course. It is very important
that you include references to the sources of your data, in order that I can verify these.
7 The 40% of the course grade assigned to the Term Project will be graded according to the following
criteria, i.e. how well you have:
i defined the problem or opportunity and determined the user requirements for solving the problem
or exploiting the opportunity
ii analyzed the current situation, the problem/opportunity and the users’ requirements
iii considered alternative solutions, examined the technical, economic and organizational feasibility
of each and selected the most appropriate
iv illustrated how the chosen solution will work [i.e. how the system’s hardware, software, data,
people components will interact]
v identified and designed in outline the databases and processes involved in the system
vi identified input and output screens, forms and reports and specified the purpose of each
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vii identified and planned any hardware and software procurement needed by the system and
scheduled the system’s subsequent development and implementation
Specific deliverables to be included in the semester paper are as follows:
SYSTEM PHASE PROJECT DELIVERABLES % of GRADE
PROBLEM STUDY PROBLEM DEFINITION
o BACKGROUND SITUATION DESCRIPTION
o PROBLEMS, OPPORTUNITIES & DIRECTIVES
o RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT 5%
FEASIBILITY STUDY FEASIBILITY REPORT
o CURRENT SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
o NEW USER/SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
o IDENTIFICATION OF ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS
o ANALYSIS OF EACH ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION
o S/W, H/W & P/W RESOURCES NEEDED
o TECHNICAL FEASIBILITY
o ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY
o ORGANIZATIONAL FEASIBILITY
o OPERATION FEASIBILITY
o RECOMMENDATIONS 10%
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS SYSTEM PROPOSAL
o SYSTEM ENVIRONMENT DIAGRAM (a sketch of the following :)
o HARDWARE COMPONENTS
o SOFTWARE COMPONENTS
o PEOPLE COMPONENTS
o COMMUNICATIONS COMPONENTS
o LOGICAL DATA MODEL
o ENTITY RELATIONSHIP DIAGRAM
o TABLE DATA STRUCTURES
o LOGICAL PROCESS MODEL
o CONTEXT DIAGRAM
o 1ST LEVEL DATA FLOW DIAGRAM
o USER INTERFACES
o LIST OF PROPOSED INPUT FORMS/SCREENS, INCL. DESCRIPTION OF PURPOSE OF
EACH
o PROPOSED PROCUREMENT PLAN
o PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT SCHEDULE 15%
8 All the above must be written in electronic form and, of course, if you prefer in printed version,
too. You are not expected to implement any part of the system, although in some parts, e.g. design
of screens, it may well be easier to draft them on the computer.
9 It is necessary to get my agreement of your choice of term project by the first quarter of the
semester (from the beginning of the semester), at which time you should submit a brief description
of the problem you are attempting to solve and what likely solutions you are considering.
10 A brief progress report should be made to the class in the middle of the semester classes, when
each team should report:
• what has been achieved so far
• what major problems have been encountered
• what schedule of activities is planned for the rest of the course
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Although the term project as described above may seem large, it is entirely manageable, especially
as you will be learning all you need to know during the course. And since you will be developing
a real information system it can also be extremely rewarding.
Scale of assessment (preliminary/final): Grading % of gradeMid-Term Exam 40Term Project
40Class Presentation of Term Project and Discussion 20Course grade: A is 91-100%, B is
81-90%, C is 73-80, D is 66-72, E is 61-65, and F is ≤60.

Learning outcomes:
The course concentrates on analysis and development of information systems in business
organizations. This course will develop the framework for an information system and explore how
systems that support the business functions of the organization are integrated and aid the manager
with decision-making responsibilities within the operational, tactical, and strategic hierarchy
of the company. Underlying the examination of various types of organizational information
systems will be an exploration of emerging technologies that drive these systems. This course
provides the student with the knowledge and skills necessary to understand and use information
technology effectively and shows how information technology provides organizations with a
strategic competitive advantage.

Class syllabus:
SCHEDULE
Lecture 1 MANAGING INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Lecture 2 SYSTEMS THEORY
Lecture 3 SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT LIFE CYCLE
Lecture 4 THE IMPACT OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY ON BUSINESS, E-BUSINESS
Lecture 5 CLOUD COMPUTING
Lecture 6 DATABASES, DATAMINING, DATA and BUSINESS ANALYTICS
Lecture 7 NETWORKS & DATA COMMUNICATIONS
MID-TERM EXAM
Lecture 8 SERVICE ORIENTED ARCHITECTURE, E-SERVICE MANAGEMENT
Lecture 9 INFORMATION SYSTEMS FOR DECISION SUPPORT, INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY ISSUES FOR MANAGEMENT
Lecture 10 EXPERT SYSTEMS, ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE & NEURAL NETWORKS
Lecture 11 INFORMATION SYSTEMS FOR THE ENTERPRISE, BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE
Lecture 12 SECURITY & ETHICAL CHALLENGES
FINAL EXAM

Recommended literature:
To be able to benefit fully from each class, it is really very important to read the scheduled
chapters and prepare the assigned Case Problems before class. We will cover a great deal of
material in the course and even if you are knowledgeable about Business Information Systems,
you will be wasting your time and money, as well as your chances of a good grade, if you do not
read the text.
TEXT USED
James A. O'Brien, Northern Arizona University, George M. Marakas, University of Kansas:
Management Information Systems, 10/e, ISBN: 0073376817, Copyright year: 2011, http://
highered.mcgraw-hill.com/sites/0073376817/information_center_view0/
Ken Laudon, Jane Laudon: Management Information Systems, 12th Edition, ISBN-10:
0-13-214285-6, ISBN-13: 978-0-13-214285-4, Published by Prentice Hall, © 2012, Pub. Date:
Jan 4, 2011, http://www.pearsonhighered.com/laudon/
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Natalia Kryvinska, Michal Greguš: SOA and its Business Value in Requirements,
Features, Practices and Methodologies, Univerzita Komenského v Bratislave, 2014, ISBN
978-80223-3764-9
Michal Greguš, Natalia Kryvinska: Service Orientation of Enterprises – Aspects, Dimensions,
Technologies, Bratislava: Comenius University, 2015. ISBN: 978-80-223-3978-0
Other REFERENCES
Kathy Schwalbe: Information Technology Project Management, Course Technology, Fifth
edition, 2008, ISBN 978-0324665215
FACULTY SHAREPOINT ("STUDY MATERIALS"):
https://fmuniba.sharepoint.com/materialy/SitePages/Domov.aspx
MIS4 folder:
https://fmuniba.sharepoint.com/materialy/MIS%204%20ronk/Forms/AllItems.aspx

Languages necessary to complete the course:
English language

Notes:
STATEMENT OF COURSE OBJECTIVES
a) To assist the student in understanding the issues and problems facing the manager or business
user of computer-based information systems, and what solutions are available.
b) To enable the student to learn how to make intelligent decisions about computer based
information systems, and as a user, to attain their effective application.
c) To prepare the student for participation as a user or a manager in the development of business
information system.
d) To assist the student in appreciating the problems of management in attempting to direct and
control corporate information technology.

Past grade distribution
Total number of evaluated students: 15

A ABS B C D E FX

46,67 0,0 53,33 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0

Lecturers: doc. RNDr. Michal Greguš, PhD., prof. RNDr. Michal Greguš, PhD., Ing. Rastislav
Kulhánek

Last change: 13.10.2017

Approved by:


